Accurate surface profilometry using differential optical sectioning microscopy with structured illumination.
A differential optical sectioning microscopy with structured-illumination (DOSM-SI) with enhanced axial precision is explored in this paper for three-dimensional (3D) measurement. As the segment of data on the linear region of the contrast depth response curve (CDR) is very sensitive to variation of the height information, the DOSM-SI introduces a new CDR2 with an axial shift to intersect the linear region of the CDR1, which is achieved by using two charge-coupled detectors (CCDs) in the optical path. The CCD1 is located on the imaging plane and the CCD2 is displaced from the imaging plane. The difference between the CDR1 and CDR2 for each pixel is defined as the differential depth response curve (DCDR). Further, the zero-crossing point of the DCDR for each pixel is accurately extracted using the line-fitting technique, and finally, the sample surface can be reconstructed with a high resolution and precision. Since the slope around the zero-crossing point of the DCDR is apparently larger than that of near the focal position, an enhanced resolution and precision can be realized in DOSM-SI. The experiments and theoretical analysis are elaborated to demonstrate the feasibility of DOSM-SI.